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Having proven his sensitivity in A BOY
AWARE, Geoffrey Dilenschneider is ready
to share his innermost thoughts once again.
BETWEEN TWO JUNES IS A FOREST
is a journal spanning the course of a
year--from June to June--exploring an
outpouring of topics. This feast of poetry,
short stories, expose, and essays takes
readers on a journey of contemplation,
self-doubt, and self-discovery. Geoffreys
grasp of the ironic, unusual, and
unexpected are the hallmarks of a new
generation. Leaving no stone unturned, no
vision incomplete, BETWEEN TWO
JUNES IS A FOREST is about love, loss,
growth, pain, and tolerance. Geoffrey
easily disproves the old stereotype that
teenagers are superficial and naive. He
exudes maturity as he communicates his
political views with more eloquence than
most adults, but at the same time he is a
typical teen interested in girls, sports,
music, and seeing the world. BETWEEN
TWO JUNES IS A FOREST is a work of
great depth written by a teen of unending
complexity.
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wouldnt be a mountaineer! Up here all the worlds prizes When we try to pick out anything by itself, we find it hitched
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